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Synopsis

Giving her a very lusty lesson... Young, untouched Anna is a lonely girl with lofty, lusty ambitions. When she finds herself running away from home, off to chase her dreams and start a new life... she jumps aboard a speeding train, and hides in one of the rear compartments for the night. But suddenly Anna is awakened by a powerful, handsome, and mature figure in the form of Lord Devon. A strict man with unique methods of teaching the inexperienced girl all sorts of forbidden pleasures... Anna finds herself being satisfied in ways she never imagined by the well-endowed Lord and his many friends! A tale of explicit naughtiness for those readers looking for a hot night...
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Customer Reviews

Decent story - graphic orgy style sex scenes. However, it lacks a fluid storyline. The story abruptly ends without explaining obvious details in the story. Leaves you with too many questions.
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